What’s happening in Penumping?

Penumping is a centrally located neighborhood with many public institutions. There is colonial architectural heritage along the city’s main road – Jl. Selamet Riyadi – and in residential areas. It has good levels of public services, such as water and education.

This Mini Atlas collects information about Penumping so everyone can see and understand what is going on. Information about the condition of services can help people discuss what they want from the annual participatory budgeting process, the musrenbang. Our goal is to make citizens more informed about their communities.

Penumping’s Location in Solo

Central location and access
Concentrations of poverty
Uneven public service distribution
Using central location to create economic opportunities

What are Penumping’s assets?

Central location and access
Health center and access to medical care
High PDAM service

What are potential issues?

Concentrations of poverty
Uneven public service distribution
Using central location to create economic opportunities

Informal Housing along Drainage Canal

Penumping has a high level of wealth and services are good. However, it will be a challenge to ensure that services are distributed evenly, especially where poverty is still high.
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EDUCATION

Of 537 school age children, only 4 are out of school. This is better than the Kec. average of 6%, so Penumping is doing well. The children in Penumping are getting an education. In the future they will be a valuable resource for the community.
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